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Winner, 2015 Golden Quill Awards, Best Paranormal/Urban FantasyFinalist, 2015 Booksellers' Best

AwardsIn New Vienna, capital of the oppressive global government formed after the Flash, three

things are certain: the sun is poisonous, speaking out is dangerous, and being different will get you

killed.And Lumina Bohn is extraordinarily different. Living in terror of discovery, Lu knows nothing of

her past--but she knows she must pretend to be human to survive. When an incident at work

triggers her astonishing powers, she becomes the target of an international manhunt. Only one

person can save her: Magnus, the enigmatic stranger haunting her dreams. Magnus rescues the

outcasts called Aberrants from capture and torture. As Lu begins exploring her powers among her

people, her feelings for Magnus intensify. He's determined to stay emotionally distant, yet their

smoldering passion soon becomes impossible to resist. But when a shocking revelation threatens

the lives of every remaining Aberrant, Lu and Magnus must risk everything, confronting their

enemies in an explosive final stand to save their kind from the darkest fate of all: extinction.
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OMG! J. T. that last book was the BOMB! I was so caught up in each and every character, as well



as, each and every scene. I did not know how you were going to end the book, but I must say it was

pulled off excellently! Each and every book keeps one captivated and wanting more as the pages

turn. The way the characters met each other and the way they were thrown together was

MAGNIFICENT! I see why they won awards.And the way it was carried on with the off-springs was

just put together so nicely. I was actually talking to myself through the whole series. The way your

imagination worked with the gifts of the IKATI was amazing!If you people have not read this series,

you are definitely missing out. Pick up your copies NOW. You won't be disappointed. I had the

pleasure of reading this during my summer school break from teaching and I'm glad I didn't read it

during school because no papers would have gotten graded! LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS SERIES. J.

T. you have to write more.

Hope and Honor the twin daughters of Leander and Jenna are by far the most powerful of their kind!

They are separated once the war starts and Hope is taken in by a kind couple. They name her

Lumina and try to hide her gifts. After her "mother" dies her adopted father raises her, teaches her

to hide her powers and educated her the best he can, now that they live in a dystopian kind of

society called New Vienna. Lumina/Hope has not been raised to use her gifts or even remotely

knows how. She knows she is different and knows the new Leadership hunts the Ikati, (her kind).

The Ikati's number one enemy has been hunting them down, once captured they either kill them or

experiment on them! Magnus has been sent to find and bring Lumina/Hope back to the remaining

members. Once he does that the Ikati must teach Lumina/Hope how to use her powers and fight

their enemy so they don't become extinct! Hope learns to trust them and along with Magnus, they

must search for her parents to see if they are even alive. Their journey leads them to old characters

and they both learn to trust and love each other. Now bound together nothing can stop them!I want

to so write more but even now I think I might have wrote too much. The twists in this book had me

glued to it. I loved the way every question I had was answered and the way it ended left me

awestruck! This series is a keeper and I will enjoy it for years to come! It was awesome!

When I first started reading this I was unsure as the jump to the future seemed confusing. It wasn't

at all and this turned into a great finish for what has been a great series. Our twins are adults now

and it is time for them to do what needs to be done so that their people can finally live as they were

meant to live. The romance is lovely, the action pumps through to the last page and as always the

characters are strong and likeable and there to show us there is life beyond greed for power and

control.Great reading!



I can't believe it is over.. Thank you J.T. Geissinger for introducing me to a Paranormal series that I

will cherish forever. I am so sad to know that it's over.Now getting to the good stuff, to be quite

honest I was absolutely afraid for the birth of Hope and Honor because at first they seem to be evil

babies which would mean the end Ikati race. Especially with what happened to Caesar in Darkness

Bound I was terribly terrified. But let me tell you guys this novel certainly has made up for that.

Honestly at the beginning I was a bit perturb that the story moved to "New Vienna" with the

destruction of the Manaus colony. But she never disappoints.The story of Magnus and

Hope/Lumina Bohn (loved that name) is as wonderful and awesome as Leander, Jenna, Christian,

Ember, Demetrius, Eliana, Jack and Hawk. A little secret guys they all reappear in this novel in the

most exciting way. I don't want to give away too much; but all I can say is t worth your time, money

and effort.J.T Geissinger is worth it.

I was thrilled to read the final book in the Night Prowler series; however, I am sad to see it all end. I

have been personally invested in each character from the very beginning. From the first book that I

borrowed from the Kindle Lending Library to the last great novel, I have enjoyed the twists and

turns, the heartache, and the journey to find love. Hope and Marcus's story was the perfect

culmination to year's of work. It did not dwell on the Flare that occurred in Brazil, but progressed

onward to a point where the twins were grown and seeking their own futures. I do wish that there

was another book which dealt with Honor and Beckett's story, but it isn't really needed in order to

understand what the future holds for both couples. I have to admit that my favorite aspect of the

book was the name selected for the tyrannical leader - Sebastian Thorne.

This book series has all of the elements that make a body work fulfilling to me as a reader. The

story has complete continuity throughout the series. The characters portray such vibrant emotions

that you as the reader can become emotionally invested. The right elements of romance, sex,

intrigue, angst, and eternal theme is an overall gift to humanity. I've thoroughly enjoyed this series,

thus far, and I highly recommend this book series without any doubt. Well done J.T. Geissinger!

Very rarely in 60 years of reading have I been as gripped, anticipating what comes next, continually

surprised and wanting more, more, more. J T has the power of words! Tightly written.. cant wait to

read more of her writings!!



A fitting conclusion to the Ikati saga. Twenty five years into the dystopian future the twin Ikati

princesses fight to free their people from Thorne's misguided society. Brutally descriptive view of

New Vienna in the hands of a warped scientific mind. Lumina (Hope) and Magnus strive against the

odds to save their species from utter destruction and their hearts recognize love is immortal. Into

Darkness reunites all our heroic couples from the Ikati series.
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